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INTRODUCTION 
The inability to hear similarities and differences between words 
1 
causes difficulty for many children in learning to read. Since chil-
dren with this failing should be trained in auditory discrimination, 
it is imperative that the teacher recognize those who require additional 
ear training. 
Many attempts have been made to develop a practical measure 
which discriminates between the mediocre and poor achievers in audi-
tory perception of initial consonants. Boston University has developed 
such a test which includes explicit directions geared to the nonreader, 
is quick-scoring, and does not waste the precious quota of reading in-
struction time. 
The purpose of this study is to analyze 233 scores of the above-
mentioned test in terms of reliability, measures of dispersion, and 
the effects of teaching. 
1 Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific 
Training and Visual Discrimination of Beginning Reading" (unpublished 
Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1943). 
-vi-
CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF RELATED RESEARCH 
1 
The dispute between the "phonics" and "no phonics" factions, 
which began before the turn of the century, continues with the weight 
of evidence strongly in favor of the "phonics" faction . Studies have 
been concerned with the extensive use of phonics, as presented by 
Lohmann2 and Dickson; 3 the need for phonics, as expressed by the author-
4 5 6 7 itative opinions of Betts, Anderson, Durrell, Hildreth, and Rudi-
si11;8 and the research of Garrison9 and Tiffin, 10 which indicates the 
1Lillian Currier and Olive C. Duguid , "Phonics or No Phonics," 
Elementary School Journal (December, 1916), 17 : 286-287. 
2Elsa Lohmann, "Phonics as Taught in Our First Grades Through-
out the U.S.," Educational Methods (January, 1930), 9: 17- 21. 
3Belle L. Dickson, "The Present Status of Instruction in Phonics" 
(unpublished Master's thesis,University of Chicago, 1931). 
4Enmett A. Betts, "Is Phonics a Cure-all?" High Points (January, 
1956), 38:37. 
5Paul S. Anderson, "The Relationship of Phonetics and Reading," 
' Claremont College Reading Conference, Twenty-first Yearbook , 1956, 
PP. 125-237. 
6Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction (Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1956), p. 42. 
?Gertrude H. Hildreth, "The Role of Pronouncing and Sounding in 
Learning to Read," Elementary School Journal (1954), 55:141-147. 
~bel Rudisill, "Interrelations.hips of Functional Phonic Knowl-
edge, Reading, Spelling , . and Mental Age," Elementary School Journa l 
(February, 1957), 57:264-267. 
9s. C. Garrison and M. T. Heard, "Experimental Study of the Value 
of Phonetics, 11 Peabody Journal of Education (July, 1931), 9:9-14. 
lOJoseph Tiffin and Mary McKinnis, "Phonic Ability, Its Measure-
ment and Relation to Reading Ability," School and Society (February, 1942), 
51:190-192. 
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need for phonics as an integral part of teaching reading. Since 
phonics--the study of the relationship between sound and letter--is to 
be included in the reading program, it is logical to assume that the 
ability to distinguish between sounds, auditory discrimination, would 
be an important ability to have prior to beginning reading. The re-
search in this chapter will be concerned with auditory discrimination 
as: 
1. A logical concept 
2. The relationship between auditory discrimination and read-
ing achievement on the basis of experimental and analytical 
data 
3. The relationship between auditory training and reading 
achievement based on experimental and analytical data 
4 . Measurements devised to evaluate this ability. 
As a Logical Concept 
Noonan states, "Educators have been aware of the value of this 
[auditory discrimination) training for a long period of time, although 
1 
not too much emphasis was placed upon it until recent years ." He 
quotes The Werner Primer for Beginning Reading, published in 1895, as 
suggesting that "phonic drills should train the ear to distinguish 
1Joseph Donald Noonan, Jr., "An Investigation of the Validity 
of the Pictures in the Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Test" (un-
published Master's thesis, Boston University, 1961). 
3 
sounds of which words are composed ... 
As early as 1926, Barrows and Cordts developed exercises to help 
train children's ears to hear sounds: 
Train his ear to listen for~ as you repeat, with pleasing 
and distinct utterance, rimes containing ~· 
As he hears the sound of ~ have him clap, bow, nod, raise 
a finger, or show by any other sign that he recognizes the 
sound . Closing his eyes while he listens may help him. 
Rimes for ~ 
Simple Simon met a Pieman, 2 
McKee basically believes: 
Pupils should be helped through 'ear training' to discover 
that spoken words, despite their apparent unity, are composed 
of distinctive sound elements or syllables, in order that when 
they begin to observe and study printed words, they may more 
easily see word parts that correspond to the sound.3 
This same concept has been prevalent throughout the years and has been 
4 
repeatedly stated in contemporary publications by Stinchfield-Hawk, 
1Lillian Taylor, The Werner Primer for Beginning Reading 
(Chicago: The Werner Co . , 1895), pp. 11- 12, as cited in Noonan, Q£. 
cit. 
2sarah T. Barrows and Anna D. Cordts, The Teacher's Book of 
Phonetics (Boston: Ginn and Co . , 1926), p. 18. 
3Paul McKee, "Vocabulary Development," Thirty-sixth Yearbook of 
the National Soc iety for the Study of Education, Part I (Bloomington, 
Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1937), p. 290. 
4s ara Stinchfield-Hawk, "Visual and Auditory Factors in Read-
ing Success," Claremont College Reading Conference, Eleventh Yearbook, 
1946, 11:45-51. 
4 
1 2 3 4 5 Harrison, Gray, Betts, Austin, and Hildreth. 
Experiments Related to Reading Achievement 
In 1926 one of the earliest studies, recognizing the auditory 
aspects of learning to read, explored the results on the Seashore Test 
for pitch, and the auditory memory for digits and sentences, of fifteen 
nonreaders. Hincks found: "The relationship between reading difficulty 
and defective pitch discrimination was surprising and hard to explain."6 
Monroe has done extensive research to determine the influence 
of poor auditory discrimination on reading disabilities. In 1932 she 
compared a group of 32 first grade children with 32 nonreaders. The 
children were asked to associate nonsense syllables with nonsense forms 
in the visual and auditory association tests. A test was given to the 
same children to differentiate between words similar in sound. A com-
parison of the resulting scores of these two groups led to the conclusion 
1Lucille Harrison, "Developing Readiness for Word Recognition," 
Elementary English Review (March, 1946), 23:122-125. 
Zwilliam S. Gray, On Their Own in Reading (New York: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1948), p. 15 . 
3Emmett A. Betts, ''What About Phonics?" Education (May, 1955), 
75:547-559. 
~ry C. Austin, "Phonetic Elements and Principles Basic to 
Reading," Oral Aspects of Reading, University of Chicago Press, Supple-
mentary Educational Monographs, No . 82 (December, 1955), 17:51-55. 
5Gertrude Hildreth, "New Methods for Old in Teaching Phonics," 
Elementary School Journal (May, 1957), 57:436-441. 
6Elizabeth Hincks, "Disability in Reading and Its Relation to 
Personality," Harvard University Monograph in Education, No . 7 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1926), p. 87. 
that lack of auditory discrimination may lead to word confusions af-
. 1 fecting speech and/or read~ng. 
5 
A further study correlated scores on a battery of tests includ-
ing visual, auditory, motor, articulation, language, and intelligence 
tests with reading achievement. The highest correlation of ~ .66 ± .04 
2 
was found between reading achievement and the auditory test. 
The following correlations have been found between auditory dis-
crimination and reading achievement under diverse circumstances : 
3 
a. In 1936 Acomb found the relationship to be .71. 
b. Wilson found .84 in his group. 4 
5 
c. In 1947 McFarland discovered .655. 
6 d . Barry attained .56 for grade one and .52 for grade two. 
These correlations were generally significantly higher than the rela-
tionship between reading achievement and mental age. 
1Marion Monroe, Children Who Cannot Read (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1932), pp. 93-97. 
~. Monroe, "Reading Aptitude Tests for the Prediction of Success 
and Failure in Beginning Reading," Education (September, 1935), 56:7-14. 
3Allan Acomb, "Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading and 
Spelling" (unpublished Master 1 s thesis, Boston University, 1936). 
4F. T. Wilson, C. Fleming, and C. G. Garrison, "Reading Progress 
in Kindergarten and Primary Grades," Elementary School Journal (1938), 
38:442-449. 
~ry E. McFarland, ''The Relationship of Readiness Factors to 
Success in Beginning Reading" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, 1947). 
6Florence M. Barry, "Analysis of Auditory Functions in Grades 1, 
2, and 3," (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1951). 
6 
In Crossley's study of groups matched for mental age but divided 
for auditory ability, the reading scores were closely related to audi-
t b '1' 1 h f 1 k 2 ory a 1 1ty, as are t ose o Gogo ews i . 
Hester, in a study conducted at the University of Pittsburgh 
Reading Laboratory, concluded: II . . unless the child has some con-
cept of letter sounds, he will be unable to attack new words independ-
ently when the other methods fail." 3 The strongest evidence supporting 
the relationship between auditory discrimination and reading failure is 
Durrell's analysis of over four thousand cases of reading difficulty, 
in which auditory discrimination of word elements was discovered to be 
4 the most frequent cause. 
Experiments Related to Auditory Training 
Murphy was the first investigator to evaluate experimentally the 
effects of training in auditory discrimination upon reading achievement 
in 1940. 5 The following year she and Junkins selected 150 children who 
1B. Alice Crossley, 11An Evaluation of the Effects of Lantern 
Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word Elements 11 (unpub-
lished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1948). 
2 Jean I. Gogolewski, 11Auditory Perception of Word Elements in 
Beginning Reading Through Visual and Kinesthetic Speech Clues'' (unpub-
lished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1955) . 
3Kathleen B. Hester, "A Study of Phonetic Difficulties in Read-
ing, " Elementary School Journal (November, 1942), 43:171-173. 
4Donald D. Durrell, Helen B. Sullivan, Helen A. Murphy, and 
Kathryn M. Junkins, Building Word Power (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: 
World Book Company, 1941), p. 1. 
5Helen A. Murphy, 11An Evaluation of Exercises for Developing 
Auditory Discrimination11 (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, 1940) . 
7 
had made little or no progress in first grade reading. These children 
were divided into three groups equated on the basis of chronological age, 
mental age, and sight vocabulary. Group I received auditory discrimina-
tion exercises; Group II, visual; and Group III was the control. Tests 
were administered to measure learning rate and auditory and visual dis-
crimination. The group given special auditory discrimination exercises 
showed marked progress in this ability, while the other groups made 
little or no change. All groups made progress in visual discrimination, 
with Group II making the greatest gains. Both experimental groups 
doubled their learning rates by the end of the experiment. 
As a result of this experiment, the school systems involved in-
eluded auditory training in their primary programs. In spite of this, 
the auditory and visual groups retained their superiority over the con-
trol group on the Detroit Word Recognition Test given three months after 
the experiment ended. The experimental group's r aw scores almost doubled 
1 those of the control group . 
Linehan made a carefully controlled experiment us ing a population 
of 614. Twelve first grade classrooms were used, with a matched control 
classroom in the same school . 
The experimental group followed a program of systematic pre-
sentation of letter knowledge and phonic development [ear train-
ing] with an incidental program of word recognition; the control 
group used systematic presentation of word recognition with an 
incidental program of l etter and phonics development . 2 
1Donald D. Durrell, Helen A. Murphy, and Kathryn M. Junkins, 
"Increasing the Rate of Learning in First Grade Reading," Education 
(September, 1941), 62:37-39 . 
' 
2Eleanor B. Linehan, as cited in Donald D. Durrell, "Success in 
First Grade Reading, " Journal of Education (February, 1958), 140:1-48 . 
8 
The experimental group was significantly superior in all tests. 
Betts summarized the research presented before a joint session 
of the American Educational Research Association and the National 
Education Association Department o f Classr oom Teachers in February, 
1956. He concludes : "Systematic instruct i on in auditory perception 
and speech production appears to make a significant contribution to 
1 
reading achievement." 
Measurements of Auditory Discrimination 
The potential value of the test under study becomes evident 
when the available group Reading Readiness and First Grade Tests are 
examined. Most of the tests have no measure of discrimination. 2 The 
manual for the American School Reading Readiness Test explains this 
omission thus: 11 . auditory discrimination appear(s) to be more 
suited to individual testing."3 
When an attempt is made to measure auditory discrimination, 
varying methods are employed . Gates Reading Readiness Tests have a 
rhyming test. The teacher names four pictures in a row, then asks the 
children to "make a cross on the one of the four pictures that sounds 
4 like pup." The choices are "had," "dog," "cup," and "house." Although 
1E. A. Betts, "Practical Considerations Based on Research," 
Elementary English (1956), 357-371. 
2oscar Krisen Buros, Tests in Print (Highland Park, New Jersey: 
The Gryphon Press, 1955) . 
3William Pratt, Robert Young, and Carrol Whitmer , American School 
Reading Readiness Test (Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill Co., 1955). 
4Arthur I. Gates, Manual of Directions for Gates Reading Readi-
ness Tests (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University , 1942) . 
9 
the reliability for the whole test is .974, the coefficient is only 
.84 for the rhyming subtest. The correlation coefficient for the whole 
test as compared to the Gates Primary Reading Test is .706 on 174 New 
York city children. No validity for the rhyming subtest is available. 
The limited number of items prevents an adequate spread of scores. 
This is noted especially in the first quartile, where 2 is the raw 
1 
score. 
Another effort to determine the child's ability to hear sounds 
was made by Diagnostic Reading Tests in their Reading Readiness Book-
2 let and in their Booklet One for Grade I. Initial sounds are tested 
in the Readiness Test by matching the initial sound of three words 
that the teacher dictates, to a p~cture on the test booklet with the 
same initial sound. The test for the older children includes the same 
format as the Readiness Test for both the initial and ending sounds. 
The following are the four additional sections to the auditory discrim-
ination section : 
1
'1. the child is given a sheet with letters only on 
it. Again three words are dictated with the same 
initial sound as one of the letters. The child marks 
out the letter he hears at the beginning of the words 
diLctated. 
2. The same procedure is followed for the endings of words . 
3. The child is then given a sheet of words . Some of the 
words have silent letters. The child is first asked to 
mark all letters which he hears when the word is pro-
nounced. 
1Gates, op. cit. 
2Reading Readiness Booklet, Diagnostic Reading Tests Survey 
Section: Kindergarten-Fourth Grade, Form B (unpublished material 
available at Boston University Resources Library), 1957. 
4 . He then is given the same words on another test and 
is asked to mark all of the letters he does not hear 
when the words are pronounced . l 
10 
No coefficient for validity or for reliability is given for the 
auditory discrimination section . However, it is suggested in the 
Manual: 
Some e stimate of the validity of the tests is indicated 
by the fact that the skills measured have been checked 
against those taught by widely used series of basic readers. 
. . . The scores of the Reading Readiness Booklet have been 
shown to predict success in learning to read as shown by 
grades received in reading at the end of grade one,2 
Another measure of auditory abilities was Monroe's Reading 
Aptitude Tests, Primary Form. 3 To test a child's power to distinguish 
correct pronunciation of the word representing a picture, the child is 
shown the picture of a boat; he must choose the number corresponding 
to the right pronunciation: "beet" (1), "boat" (2), or "boot" (3) . 
To test " the ability to discriminate sounds accurately and to blend 
the sounds in word-building," the child is required to circle the pic-
ture corresponding to the object sounded out; for example, the child 
is to circle the picture of a cat when the teacher says "c-a-t . " 
This auditory test, validated on 85 children, has a correlation 
coefficient of . 66 as compared to reading achievement. The corrected 
reliability is . 87 for the whole test . It is more than likely that the 
subtest would be lower. The percentiles are separated according to age 
1Reading Readiness Booklet, op . cit . 
2Ibid. 
~rion Monroe, Reading Aptitude Tests, Primary Form (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1935). 
but not according to subtests . Because the test has so few items--
1 21 including three samples--the spread appears inadequate. 
11 
The Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Test2 is a colorful test 
with clear pictures . 
This test measures ability to discriminate between spoken 
words which do or do not begin with identical initial conso-
nant sounds. Only the commonest initial consonant sounds 
appear among the items . ••. Scores are derived from 15 
items . 3 
A line is drawn between the two out of three pictures beginning with 
the same sound, No reliability or intercorrelations are given in the 
Manual; face validity is claimed. The spread between the ninth per-
centile and the mean is only six points of the raw score. 4 
The only oth~r test with a section concerned with auditory 
discrimination was the Murphy- Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness 
5 
Test. The child is given a word and then the name of one of the 84 
pictures on his test booklet. If the two words begin with the same 
sound, the child is to make a cross on the picture. If the initial 
sounds are not the same, the child leaves it blank . The same procedure 
is followed for final sounds. 
1 Monroe, op . cit. 
2M. Lucile Harrison and James B. Stroud , The Harrison-Stroud 
Reading Readiness Test (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1950). 
3Ibid. 
4Helen A. Murphy and Donald D. Durrell, Manual of Directions for 
Murphy-Durrell Diagnostic Reading Readiness Test for Group Use (Yonkers-
on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1949). 
The corrected reliability is .96. If a child gets only one 
correct, he is in the 30th percentile; the median is equivalent to a 
raw score of about 30. 
12 
On the basis of the tests perused, it is clear that a test with 
a better distribution of scores, a good reliability, and ease of ad-
ministration should be devised. 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
This study is a statistical analysis of a Boston University 
test whose primary purpose is to determine the auditory perception of 
beginning consonant sounds of first grade children . 
The test under study is an informal inventory designed to screen 
and teach children who are unfamiliar with letter sounds. Tests admin-
istered to 233 first grade children in October, November, and December 
of 1961 were made available to the present writers for the purpose of 
this work. 
Description of the Test 
The test is in the form of pictorial multiple choice items de-
signed for nonreaders; it is comprised of fifteen rows of pictures, 
three items each. In this manner forty-five items are presented. 
These pictures were chosen as items which are familiar to children and 
items having pure beginning sounds. The child is asked to circle the 
picture in each row which has the same beginning sound as the tester 
pronounces for that row. The items from one to eighteen are administered 
after elaborate training. 
Example: 
1. Print the following words on the board: 
magic milk mother 
mischief money meat 
measles 
make 
2. Say (point ing to words and emphasizing the M-m sound): 
"Listen to these words, magic, milk, mother, measles. Say 
-13-
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them after me: (Repeat 
an m=m. (Repeat them.) 
words? Yes, m=m·" 
words .) Notice how they begin, with 
What is the first sound in these 
3. 'Notice how they feel when you say them. They start with your 
lips tight together, ~· (Repeat words.) You say them and 
notice how they feel." (Repeat.) 
4. "Here are some more words that begin with m-m. (Pointing): 
mischief, many, meat, make . Say them after me (Repeat words.) 
Notice that they start with your lips tight together and say 
m=m." 
5. "Now let's see if you can tell which words begin with m=m· 
Look at your page of pictures . Put your marker under the 
first row. Let's name the pictures: pail, mask, candle. 
Listen to the words. (Repeat . ) Now you say them. (Repeat 
words.) Which one begins with~? Draw a circle around it, 
like this"(showing): 
Items nineteen through thirty-six are administered after simpler 
direct teaching, with no speech directions. 
Example: 
1. Print the following words on the board : 
~ teacher time tub 
take turn tell touch 
2. Say (pointing to words and emphasizing the t - t sound): 
"Listen to these words, tail, teacher, time, tub, take, ~, 
tell, touch. Say them after me. Notice how they begin, with 
a t-t. (Repeat them.) What is the first sound in these 
words? Yes, .£:!." 
3. "Now let's see if you can tell which words begin with t-t. 
Let's name the pictures: !£2, ~' nest. Listen to the 
words . (Repeat.) Now you say them. (Repeat words.) Which 
one begins with t-t? 
15 
No direct teaching is provided in items thirty-seven through 
forty-five. 
Example: 
1. ''Which of these begins with b-b, like baby?" Name pictures, 
ring, bell, sock. 
Complete directions for administering the test and a copy of the test 
are included in the appendix. 
The analysis consists of five parts: an item analysis, a split-
half reliability, measures of dispersion, a comparison of the three 
test sections, and a comparison of the items where b-b and t-t were 
taught just prior to testing and those items where they were merely 
tested. 
Item Analysis 
The initial step in the item analysis was separating the twenty-
five tests with the highest scores and the twenty-five tests with the 
lowest scores from the total, 233 tests. From an analysis of these 
papers, the number of correct responses on each of the forty-five items 
16 
was determined for each group. For each item, the per cent correct, 
the per cent of difference between the high and low groups, the stand-
ard error of difference, and the critical ratio were determined. The 
1 
standard error of per cent was taken from the Edgerton Tables. 
The purpose of this tabulation was to determine those items 
which best differentiated between the high and low achievers. The items 
with the critical ratio of 2.56 and above were deemed to have a reliable 
difference of per cent. By eliminating those items with a critical 
ratio below 2.56, the remaining scores were virtually free of random 
sampling errors and improved discrimination between those who bad good 
auditory perception of initial sounds and those who did not. 
Reliability 
The split-half reliability coefficient was computed from fifty 
random scores selected from approximately every fourth paper of the 233 
total. The number of correct odd items were compared with the number 
of correct even items for each of the selected scores. The range is 
presented for both the odd and even items . The means for the correct 
odd items and correct even items were determined . The reliability co-
efficient was computed using the Pearson Product-Moment formula, cor-
rected by the Spearman-Brown Prophesy Formula. 
The coefficient correlation of .90 or above is considered accept-
able when concerned with the internal reliability of this test. 
1 H. A. Edgerton and D. G. Patterson, "Table of Standard Errors 
and Probable Errors of Percentages for Varying Numbers of Cases," 
Journal of Applied Psychology (September, 1926), 10:278-391. 
17 
Comparisons of the Three Test Sections 
This test is presented in three sections, with varying amounts 
of teaching, as previously described . The twenty-five highest scores 
and the twenty-five lowest scores were selected for this study. The 
mean percentages correct are presented for each of the three sections 
for both the high and low groups before and after an item has been 
eliminated on the basis of its critical ratio . In this way the effect, 
if any, of the varying amounts of teaching may be compared. 
Each section was compared with each of the other sections and 
with the other two sections combined to determine any large differences. 
When no large difference was found, either the teaching and practice 
had no significant effect on the responses or the teaching procedures 
were so effective that there was total carry-over to the final section. 
However, if the first section (teaching with speech directions) was con-
siderably higher than the second section (no speech directions included) 
and/or section three (no immediate teaching) combined, these results 
might indicate the desirability of the added speech training or, at 
least, the additional time appropriated to the teaching of these sounds. 
In contrast to this, higher scores in the last section compared 
with the middle section could indicate that practice was effective 
and/or the teaching preceding Section II was of the type and length 
that interfered with correct responses . 
Comparing Teach-Then-Test Items to Test-Items 
The mean percentages correct of the twenty-five highest scores 
and the twenty-five lowest scores were compared on those items where 
18 
b-b and t-t were tested after some teaching and those items where b-b 
and~ were merely tested . 
The statistical analyses are presented in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The analysis of data consists of five parts: an item analysis, 
a split -half reliability, measures of dispersion, a comparison between 
the three test sections, and a comparison between the items where b-b 
and ~ are tested after some teaching and those items where b-b and 
~ are merely tested . 
Item Analysis 
Table I presents the item analysis showing the per cent o f cor-
rect responses for each item in the high and low groups, the difference 
between these percentage scores, the standard error of these per cents, 
and the critical ratio for each item. 
Item 
l. pail 
2 . mask 
3. candle 
4 . bird 
5. hat 
TABLE I 
ITEM ANALYSIS 
Percentage of Correct 
Responses 
High Low 
25 25 
Scores Scores 
100 88 
100 84 
100 92 
100 76 
100 92 
(continued on 
Per Cent 
of Diff . 
12 
16 
8 
24 
8 
next page) 
S.E.* 
Per Cent 
. 065 
.073 
.054 
.085 
. 054 
C.R . 
1.85 
2.19 
1.48 
2.82 
1.48 
* H. A. Edgerton and D. G. Patterson, "Table of Standard Errors 
and Probable Errors of Percentages for Varying Numbers of Cases," 
Journal of Applied Psychology (September, 1926), 10:278-391 . 
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TABLE I (continued) 
Percentage of Correct 
ResEonses 
High Low 
Item 25 25 Per Cent S.E . C.R. 
Scores Scores of Diff . Per Cent 
6. moon 100 60 40 .098 4.08 
7. jacks 100 80 20 .080 2.50 
8 . lamp 100 60 40 .098 4.08 
9. sun 100 80 20 .080 2.50 
10 . ladder 100 52 48 . 100 4.80 
11. pig 100 76 24 .085 2.82 
12. rake 100 80 20 .080 2.50 
13. key 100 76 24 .085 2.82 
14. book 100 68 32 .093 3.44 
15. fish 100 40 60 .098 6.12 
16. fireplace 100 44 56 .099 5.66 
17. dog 100 48 52 .100 5.20 
18. mitten 100 100 00 .000 0.00 
19. top 100 28 72 . 090 8 . 00 
20. saw 100 56 44 .099 4.44 
21. nest 100 76 24 .085 2 . 82 
22. cane 100 72 28 .090 3.11 
23. toaster 100 28 72 .090 8 . 00 
24. pipe 100 60 40 . 098 4.08 
25. leaf 100 72 28 . 090 3.11 
26. kite 100 64 36 .096 3.75 
27. ball 100 48 52 .100 5.20 
28. vase 100 56 44 .090 4.89 
29. bed 100 32 68 .093 7.31 
30. house 100 72 28 .090 3.11 
31. cup 100 68 32 .093 3.44 
32. window 100 56 44 .099 4 . 44 
33. feather 100 92 8 .054 1.48 
34 . pencil 100 60 40 .098 4 . 08 
35. cat 100 48 52 .100 5 .20 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE I (concluded) 
Percentage of Correct 
ResEonses 
High Low 
Item 25 25 Per Cent S.E. C.R. 
Scores Scores of Diff. Per Cent 
36. door 100 76 24 .085 2.82 
37. ring 100 76 24 . 085 2.82 
38. bell 100 56 44 .099 4 . 44 
39. s ock 100 72 18 . 090 3.11 
40. fork 100 56 44 .099 4 .44 
41. pear 100 52 48 .100 4 .80 
42. t able 100 24 76 . 085 8 . 94 
43. gate 100 78 32 .093 3.44 
44. ruler 100 76 24 . 085 2.82 
45 . basket 100 84 16 .073 2.19 
The scores on the twenty-five high papers are 100 per cent cor-
rect for each item. In the itemized analysis, the t wenty-five low 
scores range from 24 per cent to 100 per cent. The critical ratios 
extend from 0.00 to 8.94. The items with the critical ratios of 2 . 56 
and above are deemed good test items as the probabilities suggest that 
they may reasonably be considered free o f random sampling errors and 
are reliable indicators of differences in scores. Of the forty-five 
test items, thirty-five were found to have a critical ratio of 2.56 or 
above. These acceptable items were: 
4. bird 17. dog 27. ball 37. ring 
6. moon 19. top 28 . vase 38. bell 
8. lamp 20. saw 29 . bed 39. sock 
10. ladder 21. nest 30 . house 40. fork 
11 . pig 22 . cane 31. cup 41. pear 
13. key 23. toaster 32. window 42. t able 
14 . book 24. pipe 34. pencil 43 . gate 
15. fish 25. leaf 35 . cat 44. ruler 
16. fireplace 26. kite 36. door 
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Although the teacher marked the correct response for the first 
three items, with the children, the scores in Table I indicate that 
there were still a number of incorrect responses. 
Split- half Reliability 
To establish reliability, fifty test scores were selected at 
random f~om the total of 233. Table II shows the number of odd items 
correct and the number of even items correct for each of these tests. 
TABLE II 
RELIABILITY DATA 
Score No. Qorrect Odd Items Correct Even Items 
1 14 11 
2 15 14 
3 16 12 
4 16 13 
5 16 15 
6 16 16 
7 16 19 
8 16 19 
9 17 15 
10 18 18 
11 19 16 
12 19 16 
13 19 18 
14 20 17 
15 20 19 
16 20 19 
17 20 20 
18 20 21 
19 20 21 
20 21 18 
(concluded on next page) 
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TABLE II (concluded) 
Score No. Correct Odd Items Correct Even Items 
21 21 20 
22 21 20 
23 21 22 
24 21 22 
25 21 22 
26 22 18 
27 22 20 
28. 22 21 
29 22 21 
30 22 21 
31 22 21 
32 22 21 
33 22 21 
34 23 20 
35 23 20 
36 23 22 
37 23 22 
38 23 22 
39 23 22 
40 23 22 
41 23 22 
42 23 22 
43 23 22 
44 23 22 
45 23 22 
46 23 22 
47 23 22 
48 23 22 
49 23 22 
50 23 22 
Table II reveals the number of correct odd items in the random 
sample as extending from 14 to 23, from a possible 23. The extent of 
the correct even items, from a possible 22, is 11 to 22. 
The means for the odd responses and even responses are 20.60 
and 19.54, respectively. The reliability coefficient computed by the 
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Pearson product is . 91. When corrected by the Spearman-Brown Prophesy 
Formula, it becomes .95. 
Measures of Dispersion 
In the 233 sample scores studied there was a range of 20 points, 
from 25 to 45, between the lowest and the highest scores. Of these 20 
points of dispersion, 16 were below the third decile at 41; only 2 of 
the 20 points were above the median of 43. Table III shows the nine 
decile (and percentile) values for the group studied. 
TABLE III 
DECILE RANKING OF TEST SCORES 
Decile Score out of 
(Percentile) a Possible 45 
Ninth (X . 90) 45 
Eighth (X. 80) 45 
Seventh (x. 70) 45 
Sixth (X. 60) 45 
Fifth (X. so) 43 
Fourth (x_40) 43 
Third (X, 30) 41 
Second (X. 20) 37 
First (X . 10) 32 
Table III shows that almost half the scores were perfect, with 
a score of 45. 
Comparison of Three Sections 
The inventory used for this study is divided into three sections 
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according to the amount of teaching done before the child is asked to 
circle the picture beginning with the same sound as the teacher pro -
nounces. Items 1 to 18 are preceded by teaching which includes speech 
teaching of the sounds, i . e., describing the placement of the tongue 
and the feeling in the mouth that the particular sound produces. In the 
second section of the test, Items 19 to 36, the children are taught the 
sounds, but the speech instructions are omitted. The last nine items, 
37 through 45, are preceded by no teaching. 
A comparison between the three sections was made of the mean 
percentages correct of the highest twenty-five scores and the lowest 
twenty-five scores. The highest twenty- five scores received 100 per 
cent in all three sections. The mean percentages correct for the lowest 
twenty-five scores are: 
72.0 for Section I (Items 1- 18) 
59 . 2 for Section II (Items 19-36) 
62 . 8 for Section III (Items 37-45) 
This comparison ·shows that the items preceded by the most complete 
teaching of the sounds, including speech instructions, was an average 
of 11.0 per cent higher than the other two sections. There is a dif-
ference of only 3 . 6 per cent between Sections II and III. The greatest 
difference in mean per cents is between Sections I and II which is 12.8 
per cent. 
When the items with a critical ratio of lower than 2.56 are 
eliminated, the percentages correct for the lowest twenty-five scores 
are: 
60 .0 for Section I (Items 1-18) 
57.2 for Section II (Items 19-36) 
61.2 for Section III (Items 37-45) 
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These means indicate that there is a negligible difference between the 
three sections when the items with random sampling errors are eliminated. 
However , it should be noted that eight of the ten items that were elim-
inated for low critical ratios were in the first section where teaching 
was most extensive. 
Comparing Teach-Then-Test Items to Test-Items 
The items where b-b and t-t are tested after some teaching and 
those items where b-b and t-t are merely tested are compared by using 
mean percentages correct of the twenty-five highest scores and the 
twenty-five lowest scores. The twenty-five high scores have a mean 
score of 100 per cent for all items. The mean score is 53 . 2 per cent 
for the low scores in the items involving ~ when the group was given 
some teaching before testing, i.e., Items 19 to 24. When t-t was later 
tested without teaching immediately preceding the testing, the mean per 
cent of the lowest twenty-five scores was 44. The mean score of the 
lowest group is 57 .2 per cent when the b-b sound is taught immediately 
preceding Items 25 to 30. Items 37 to 39 test the b-b sound without 
teaching just prior to testing; the lowest group averaged 68 per cent 
on these items, as shown in Table IV. 
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TABLE IV 
MEAN PER CENT CORRECT IN LOWEST 25 SCORES 
Sound Taught Immediately Sound NOT Taught Immediately 
Sound Before Testing Before Testing 
Items Mean Correct Items Mean Correct 
t-t 19-24 53 . 2% 40-42 44% 
b-b 25-30 57.2% 37-39 68% 
Table IV indicates that the per cents correct for sounds taught 
immediately before testing are consistently neither higher nor lower 
than sounds that were not taught immediately before testing. In the 
absence of a strong direction, the meager sampling precludes even the 
suggestion of a possible trend. ' 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the 233 scores of a 
test developed at Boston University which attempts to measure beginning 
readers' auditory perception of initial consonants. 
The test, in the form of pictorial multiple choice items, is 
presented in t hree sections . Section I is administered with teaching 
which includes visual, auditory, and tactile speech methods; Section II 
is presented with only the visual and auditory training; Section III 
has no teaching. 
The data were analyzed to ascertain: 
1 . The ability of each item to discriminate reliably between 
the high and low achi evers 
2. The internal reliability of the test using the split-half 
method 
3 . The measures of dispersion 
4. The e ffect of the two types of teaching and the lack of 
teaching on the responses of each section 
5. The effect of teaching i mmediately preceding b-b and t-t 
compared to the effect of no teaching preceding b-b and t-t. 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. Item Discrimination 
a . Thirty-five items appear to be virtually free from random 
sampling errors and capable of discriminating between those 
-28-
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children with good auditory perception of init ial sounds 
and those without. These items have a critical ratio of 
2.56 or above . 
b. The type and quantity of teaching in Sect ion I may limit 
the discriminating power of the items in this section . 
Almost all of the eliminated items, eight out of ten, were 
taken from Section I. 
2. Reliability 
The test proves itself internally reliable, with a correla-
tion coefficient of .95 when the Pearson product is corrected 
by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula ·. 
3. Measures of Dispersion 
This test appears to have an adequate spread for the 
lower range of abilities. In the 233 sample scores studied, 
there is a range of twenty points; sixteen are below the 
third decile; only two points are above the median. 
4. Effects of Teaching Methods 
a. In Section I, which is preceded by the most complete 
teaching of sounds (including speech directions), the mean 
percennage correct is higher than the other sections. 
Before the items are eliminated for random sampling errors, 
a comparison of the mean percentage of the lowest 25 scores 
shows: 72.0 per cent for Section I, 59 . 2 per cent for 
Sect ion II, and 62.8 per cent for Section III. 
b, When the items with a low critical ratio (less than 2 . 56) 
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are excluded, the three sections are almost equivalent in 
determining a child's auditory discriminative power. 
c. It appears that some of the elimi nated items might be use-
ful in discovering how receptive some children are to the 
teaching techniques used in Secti on I. Some of the r andom 
sampling errors attributed to the eight excluded items 
probably resulted from the more extensive teaching of this 
section. 
5. Effects of Retention and Practice 
The comparison of two sounds for retention and practice 
effects gives conflicting evidence. When t-t is tested im-
mediately after teaching, the mean of the lowest 25 scores 
is 53.2 per cent correct; later, when testing is not preceded 
by teaching, it is 44 per cent. When b-b is tested immedi-
ately after teaching, the mean of the lowest 25 scores is 
57.2 per cent correct; later, when testing is~ preceded 
by teaching, it is 68.0 per cent. 
Suggestions for Further Research 
1. To extend the distribution, the ten eliminated items might 
be replaced by more difficult items, perhaps vowels or blends. 
2. A further study with another experimental group would probably 
give more meaningful information on the comparative value of 
the teaching techniques used, if the group is separated into 
three divisions and if each division is given the entire test, 
varying the order so that each section of the test is pre-
sented in a different position for each division of the 
group. 
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3 . The norms might be extended if the test is given during the 
first month of grade one. 
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AUDITORY PERCEPTION OF BEGINUING SOu~S (Boston University j 
Inforre2l Inventory Test ror Entering First Graders 
' . screo~ing test for children who do not know letter nameso Provide each ch~ld 
.:i th a picture test and with markers to keep th':/Place. Test only as many chJ.ld 
rc~ as you can observe directly. Children failing t his test should be tested 
individually. ) 
lo Print the following words on the board: ~gie ~ mothe~ m~aslea 
mischie~ money meat ~~kc 
2o Say~ (Pointi ng to words and emphasizing the ~m sound): •Listen to these 
uorcn~ ~sic 0 ~0 mother, measles. Say them after me: (R~peat words)o 
Notice how they begin, vith an .m::m,.. (Repeat them.) What is the first sound 
in these words? Yes, ~m." 
s. "Notice how they feel when you say the~ They start wi th your lips tight 
together, m-ml (Repeat words.) Y6u say them and notice how t hey ?eelo" 
(Repeat) · 
~. ~Here are s ome more ~ords that begin with~~ (Pointing ): mischief, ro~~, 
meat, Ll9-b~ . Say them o.:fter me (Repeat words) 1 Notice that they start with 
your lips t~ght together and say~·· 
5o t1:DTo't'! let's see if' you can tell which vrords begin with ~o Look at your page 
of pieturea o Put your marker under ·the first row. Let's na.m.t: the pictures: 
~~ r:z.sk, candlect Listen to the words (Repeat) o Now you say themo (Re-· 
peat uordso ) Which one begins with~? Yes. mask. So you draw a circle 
arou~ ~sk, like this (showing).• 
6. ~Hove you4r?W.rker d oi!7n. Listen to the names of these pictures: bird~ hat~ moo: 
Say them after me. (Repeat wo~ds.) Now you find the one that begins wfth ~ 
and dra~ a circle around it.a ~ 
~ 
;'l 
7/Now we are going to listen for another sound that words begin witho 0 
Print the following words on the boards lady letter listen look 
. laugh lost --lik-e- lemon .. 
Teava the 1=! s ound in the same manner as m-m abo~eo 1~en havo them circle 
the 1~-~ words in the next two rows of pictureso Speech direction~ QNotice 
that your tongue touches right behind your teeth and tha~ you~ mouth is open 
when ~erda begin with l -1." Do. not ha~p the chi~dren with any test words aft~ 
the firot ~· - -'<_ 
' 
' 
Teach and teat the 'i.;:%_ sound, using these words on the board: 
foot fUnny fire feel 
f ood five fox father 
Speech direction: "Notice thatyour teeth touch your bottom lip? 
Test with words in next two rowa. 
•" Teach and test the t-t sound, using the following words: 
tail teacher time tub 
(No speech directions ) tak~ turn tell tolleh 
Test with words in next two rows ~r pictures. 
· . 
. . 
(over) # ' 
I 
·' I 
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AUDITORY PERCEPTION OF BEGINNING SOtJliiDS (cont.,) 
.. C. '.:';:;2.ch t'..:'lt'. te3t the ~ solllld , using the f'ollo(/ing words: 
book boat butte~ 
{::o s:pcuch dir~ction) box biiloon -·k~ 
'I~s c v.ri tn ·r.or<lo in next two rows •. of pictur~n .. 
11., Tc::.c:1 a.r.~ test the .£::.£, (lc-k) aound 0 using the folloYJ i ng ....-orcls: 
cake co old e £.~1 £~'-.!.S?J':~.\.'2. (l~o .,.::)~~cc direction) oandy ot~in ~~rw ~::~}:.-!.: 
T~>;t \:J. -~l-; th~ next two rows of pictures o 
::n th~ :act tt.rce r ows , ·no new teaching: 
.• \'ihi <;h of these begins with b-b 0 like .bab;t:~ H·eme pictures. 
-
,~, . v. of these begins with t-to like t.?.il: lifa.rt:e pictur3:.;., -~o.:"l~C-~ 
-t:h5.ch of these begins with B::Jl, Ii.ke ~: liame pic tu:;.·c.;; u 
Inte:rpretn.tion: 
l., Since there o.re t.'h.re~ pictures in each row; a child shou ld ge~·: ot:e>··thirC. of 
thtJ a:1;:;-:;cro corract siruply by chB.nce., ;,!score of five out of the r:..ftem'. i t·~n~. 
~-::..y l~ vb· ;).i£lCd by cha!:.oe a.nd does not n'ecessarily mean that the c.hild. 5.0et::?.t.!..=-i::::;: 
'y c1· t11e ooUY.:.ds... To correc t for chance: tot.~.l the n~...:1bcr =~-sh.t~ tnc:c ·:;u'b-
.:~c i: !::; l:Z' of the nuTJ .. ".Jer "Pro~g . 
2 .. CJ:i1:~~:eu Ylho get scor~s of 10-15 p!Oobably ha.ve a high a bility to tul'!i.tif;r 
scp::.>.:::-2. te com'!dc Ln spoken words. They are 1·eady for :rapid pro,sre~z i:; c::.::r.·- tr:- i::!-
in[; an~" n:..:>.y need little ir.struction in it. Presen·t other "vcg::.:'!nir>_,z co·:.-·c::::.::d .. z.:. 
fi:r.·~;l consona.ni; GounC.e , blends~ short and long vovH~l sounds... (See G~:::.p:=.-:.· . .!· ~~ 5.1:1 
D-uJ":·c.ll'· z _I_z~~:?.X'O":l'i...:~~-qe:-.:! .. dine; JJ1structi on, or use fiti_D.djrre; v;o~ ?~ (:;.:-l·._curt., 
B::-a~t: and \'io:c-lc:{f, or other eitnilar m.a teria.lso These ehild:cc.r: c.:::-n .. :e'2.,1.y :(o~ OC2;] . .:-; 
::!i~s rcaC: ing e.nd m7'.y Gkip fol"'...lla l ci"eo.C.ing readiness acti vl ti cz.. T:iw~r :-:.·J :.:.:;eel 
c~::-·y.eci. r;honics in~it:rt:.ctionu . 
z,.. C'!-JU.C.ren who cct :::cores of 6-9 will need more ca.reful c~ttcntj.(i~~ 'i:.o c:i;; t.~:~:~.!.-:. 
i!:l:~tri.~c·c ion i~ ear-tl"D.ining., See the above references , gi -r:!.ng m·:>r·~ :!.~;:; t.::~•ct: on 
~r.ll chc.:!k:ng c!ose:ty o:a d e"C"elopment of the abilU~y.: 
/~" cr: i ldren who get scores of 5 or belo11 should be chacke'i by i ntli ·.r:>J-...:.r:. ·:c:: ti. .£~ 
o-:t"' e~::-fcJ:'-cot:nds in uorc~.s o They wi ll need more deta:l.led c.::-.~·w. ·;ra. ii..oir:::;, ·,-...1·::.;1 
::::_?cech mr:.c':l.?..::.ics aids to noticing soundao Generally t hey ·.-·:i.l.'. :·:o '.:. ::·~ o.: .1.~~-;·, ~,,:: 
r:-.:!:t~::.; e:...1•d v.il l h~-ve very l ovr learning rates., .At3 they iml.Jl'o·.ro Ll e:.l.:-'·-~ .!~::.'•5;;-- ~ 
c;.n'.i ~~tter k!low~.c~:;e, their learning rates will i mpro7e. 
W~1L~.c thene cl1ildren rr;ay be taught a sight vocabulary clu·:ru:a. ~·~- "r. ~ :..:'.::t--·~· :.'- :r:1 
~:::tt:.d . . J:. they v:ill become confused afte~ 20-30 words h.ave b~en t.:"J.u~':t. 'J ~t,__:_ 
,__::.1U.di.:c:-..l !1CU.ee the separate sounds in spoken words tr~:)-:- a1.·o ."DC!' ~: ::.rJ::s ~·.:.. .. ::c --:d 
:~c-c;>zn:~ -i.;lon Clnd. <:..ny !;ind of phon_ics instruction .. 
v 
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